Press Release 29th April 2015

Experience  the  Pre-‐Quake  Patan  Square  of  Nepal  in  
interactive  3D  
3rd Planet is please to announce the Pre Quake interactive 3D scene of Patan Square , Nepal
Take a amazing Interactive 3D Tour of the Patan Square which was captured before the earthquake of Nepal
on 25th April 2015.

Patan Durbar Square is situated at the centre Kathmandu city. It is one of the three Durbar Squares in the
Kathmandu Valley, all of which are UNESCO sites. One of its attraction is The Ancient Royal Palace where
Malla Kings of Lalitpur resided.
The Durbar Square is a marvel of new Architecture . The Square floor is tiled with red bricks. There are
many temples and idols in the area. The main temples are aligned opposite of the western face of the
palace.The entrance of the temples faces east, towards the palace. There is also a bell situated in the alignment beside the main temples. The Square also holds old Newari residential houses. There are various other
temples and structures in and around Patan Durbar Square build by the Newa People.
The square has been heavily damaged by the April 25, 2015 Earthquake in Nepal
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Our Next 3D Virtual Tour Destination: Patan Square Nepal
The interactive 3D Tour of the Patan Square Nepal will through you through birds eye view of the location with pins
and information giving details like opening hours, and information highlights of the fantastic destination in pre quake
architecture. giving you an experience that goes beyond what is now being presented before the quake.

Three years in the making, we will showcase our next destination, The Patan Square of Nepal This will be
followed by other destinations over the weeks to come, in countries such as China, Brunei, Japan, the
Philippines.
The Patan Square of Nepal , features a impressive Destination some of features many highlights :
Krishna Mandir
Bhimsen Temple
Vishwanath Temple
Taleju Bhawani Templ
More about the cool things to see are available in our interactive 3D scene. A video preview of the site is available
here.
h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvba_0eR8nQ&feature=youtu.be
You can now get a glimpse of the pre quake beautiful Patan Square on your desktop.
The Platform

Our technology allows the “traveller’’ to traverse the tourism destination by simply moving the keyboard
mouse and clicking on points of interest for more information or zoom in and out for a more detailed look.
Our technology has the capacity to add as much detail as possible into the feature that is relevant to the traveller, such as shuttle bus services, F&B outlets and opening/closing times. Plus, you get to “experience’’ the
trip by taking part in activities that are unique to the area.
For example,
• You may choose to take a “guided tour’’ which will introduce various aspects of each area in 3D.  
• You may click on “points of interest’’ to get detailed information.
• You may also walk along the walk as if you were there by clicking on the walk pin.   
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Available on PCs, phones and tablet devices for both iOS and Android users, be among the first to tour the
Wonders of the World by signing up at www.3rdplanet.com/signup
Said Terence Mak, CEO of 3rd Planet: “We are sad to have lost one of the fantastic location for tourism due
to the natural disaster and we hope for the best for the Nepal people and hope the country will be rebuild
after the quake and emerge stronger. There are many organization out there helping in the rebuild of NEPAL
and we hope the online audience can help contribute to the rebuild of this fantastic location. ’’
Those in the business of promoting travel and tourism might like to know that our interactive 3D scene is
free for embedding onto websites and blogs. Please check out our website at www.3rdplanet.com for more
information.
To Embed this scene. (paste the code on your HTML Site)
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://content.3rdplanet.com/player/3rdPlanetPlayer.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" language="JavaScript">Player('808-english',700,500);</script>
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For  more  informaEon,  please  contact:  
3rd  Planet  Pte  Ltd
Public  RelaEons

pr@3rdplanet.com  

About  3rd  Planet    
3rd  Planet  is  a  new  media  company  that  provides  the  travel  and  tourism  industry  an  interacEve  3D  plaKorm  to  show  
you  travel  desEnaEons  of  the  world  so  that  you  can  be"er  understand  what  the  desEnaEon  has  to  oﬀer.  

